Huawei Ascend II - Google Location Service & GPS

Google Maps lets you track your current location, view real-time traffic situations, and receive detailed directions to your destination. It also provides a search tool where you can locate places of interest or an address on a vector or aerial map, or view locations in street level.

**Turning on Location Services**

1. From the home screen, tap the **Menu Key**
2. Tap **Settings**
3. Tap **Location**
4. Tap **Use wireless networks**, **Use GPS satellites**, or both
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Finding Your Location

1. From the Home screen tap the All Apps Icon
2. Scroll to and tap Maps
3. A flashing blue marker will show your location
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Getting Directions

1. From the home screen, tap the All Apps Icon
2. Scroll to and tap Maps
3. On the Google Maps Screen press the Menu Key
4. Tap Directions
5. Enter the starting point in the first text box, then enter your destination in the second text box. By default, your current location is entered in the Starting point box
6. Choose how you want to get to your destination, car, public transporation or walking directions and tap Go
7. The directions to your destination appear in a list
8. Tap a direction instruction on the list to show the map